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Normal Form Solution of ReducedOrder Oscillating SystemsA. Sedaghat1This paper describes a preliminary investigation into the use of normal formtheory for modelling large non-linear dynamic systems. Limit cycle oscillationsare determined for simple two-degree-of-freedom double pendulum systems.Such a system is reduced into its centre manifold before computation of normalforms, which are obtained using a period averaging method applicable to non-autonomous systems and more advantageous than the classical methods. Agood agreement was observed between the predicted results from the normalform theory and the numerical simulations of the original system.NOMENCLATUREA Jacobian matrixai; i = 1; :::; 4 constant parameters, see Eq. 17aij ; i; j = 0; :::; 3 constants, see Eq. 30B Canonical matrixbij ; i; j = 0; :::; 3 constants, see Eq. 30D dissipation functionDu partial derivative with respect to uDv partial derivative with respect to vDij ; i; j = 1; 2 elements of the Jacobian matrix, seeEq. 32d damping coe�cient, see Eq. 14f(x; �) n-vector nonlinear functionf0k (�) kth order normal formsfi; i = 1; :::; 4 non-dimensional quantities, see Eq. 14Gu; Gv third order functionsgk(�; t) kth order periodic transformationfunctiong(z) nonlinear function of the state variablezg(x) nonlinear function of the transformedvariable xhk(�; t) kth order geometrical transformationfunctionh0k(�; k) derivative with respect to �1. Assistant Professor, Dept. of Mechanical Eng.,Isfahan Univ. of Tech., Isfahan, Iran, E-mail:Sedaghat@cc.iut.ac.ir.

hi; i = 1; 2 system coordinates, see Eq. 30k1;K2; k3 system sti�ness coe�cients for linearspringsJ Jordan canonical matrixJ1 matrix corresponding to critical modeof the systemJ2 matrix corresponding to remainderl length of the weightless links, see Eqs.10 and 11m mass, see Eqs. 10 and 14P follower forceP (�) characteristic polynomialQi generalized force in the i-directionqi generalized coordinates in thei-directionT kinetic energyu critical mode coordinatesv coordinates corresponding to remainderV potential energyx state vector_x time derivative of xxi; i = 1; :::; 4 components of the vector xy vector with n components_y time derivative of yzi; i = 1; :::; 4 state variables_z time derivative of zGreeks� small perturbation parameter



2 A. Sedaghat� non-dimensional system indicator, seeEq. 7� characteristic variable�i; i = 1; :::; 4 eigenvalues� transformed characteristic variable�c critical value of the characteristicvariable�1; �2 system con�guration coordinates� n-component vector_� time derivative of �INTRODUCTIONVibration behaviour such as Limit Cycle Oscillations(LCO) can only occur in non-linear systems [1,2].Consequently, it is not possible to predict LCO usinga purely linear analysis. Moreover, linear analysis isbecoming less feasible. LCO has become an importantresearch topic over the last few years although suchproblems have been encountered long ago.A periodic solution of a dynamical system is calleda limit cycle if there are no other periodic solutionssu�ciently close to it. In other words, a limit cycleis an isolated periodic solution and corresponds to anisolated closed orbit in the state space [3]. Everytrajectory initiated near a stable limit cycle approachesit as t!1.Prediction of limit cycle oscillations (LCO) hasbeen carried out for a range of simple non-lineardynamical systems [4-17] using normal form theory(NFT). Only recently, has computation of normalforms for general M-DOF systems using multiple timescales been reported [18, 19]. The NFT is used to sim-plify analytical expressions for non-linear systems [5-6].In this method, a non-linear co-ordinate transformationis employed to obtain a simple analytical expressionfor the transformed equations such that qualitativebehaviour of the system is evaluated without solvingthe system of equations. The classical approach ofPoincare [20] and Brikho� [21] su�ers from evaluatinglarge matrices to obtain normal forms. Liu [22] andGrzedzinski [23] have applied center manifold theoryto reduce the number of di�erential equations beforecomputing normal forms. Zhang [9] has calculatednormal forms through a period averaging method thatcan be used for solving the governing equations of non-autonomous systems.In this paper, the method developed by Zhang[13] was adopted for solving LCOs for a two-degrees-of-freedom double pendulum system. A non-linearsystem is reduced into its critical modes (or centermanifold) which may correspond to one or two singleDOF systems. The reduced system exhibits exactlythe same behaviour as the full system at the corre-sponding modes for which higher order normal forms

can be obtained with less computational e�ort. Themethodology described involves transformation of sys-tem equations into modal canonical forms, reduction ofthese equations into normal forms, and then predictionof instability behaviour, here LCO. Predictions are ver-i�ed through comparisons with numerical simulations.PERIOD AVERAGING METHODIt is computationally exhaustive to �nd coe�cients ofnormal forms using the matrix approach [5, 6]. Analternative faster approach is the averaging method[7-8] which is equivalent to the NFT method. Thus,the problem of calculating higher order coe�cientsof normal forms is equivalent to the problem ofcalculating higher order averaging equations. Sincethe averaging method is applied to non-autonomoussystems, a coordinate transformation is adopted suchthat an autonomous system is obtained through a timeintegrating procedure.In this approach, we have the following non-linearordinary di�erential equation, where is a perturbationparameter,_x = Jx+ �f (x; �) ; x 2 
 2 Rn (1)is transformed to a time dependent ordinary di�erentialequation in y,_y = �e�t Jf �et Jy; �� = �g (y; t; �) (2)using the transformation functionx = et Jy and _x = Jet Jy + et J _y; (3)where 0 < jxj << 1; f 2 Cr+1 and f (0; �) =0. Here,J is the Jordan canonical matrix, 
 is a domain whichcontains the origin and is invariant under �, �x 2 
 ifx 2 
. Note that equation (2) explicitly depends ontime while the original equation (1) does not.The period averaged normal form of equation(2) can be constructed using the following change ofvariable:y = � + mXl=1 �lhl (�; t); (4)which transforms equation (2) to a normal form up tothe order m as follows:_� = mXk=1 �kf0k (�) +O ��m+1�; (5)where the geometrical transformations hk (�; t) in equa-tion (4) are given byhk (�; t) = 1T Z T0 � �gk (�; � + t)� f0k � d � : (6)



Normal Form Solution of Reduced Order Oscillating Systems 3The normal forms f0k (�) are given byf0k (�) = 1T Z T0 gk (�; � ) d�; (7)and the functions gk (�; t) is determined bygk (�; t) = 1(k � 1) ! @k�1@�k�1 g  � + k�1Xl=1 �lhl (�; t)! ; t; �!�=0� k�1Xl=1 h0k�1 (�; t) f0l (�); (8)where a prime denotes di�erentiation with respect to�. More details on deriving the above relationships canbe found in [28].DOUBLE PENDULUM SYSTEMDouble pendulum system shown in Figure 1 consists oftwo rigid weightless links of equal length l, which carrytwo concentrated masses 2m and m, respectively.A follower force P is applied to this system.Equations of motion can be obtained for this systemusing the Lagrange's equation [24-25]:ddt �@T@ _qi�+�@D@ _qi���@T@qi�+�@V@qi� = Qi; i = 1; 2:(9)where T is the kinetic energy; D is the dissipationfunction; V is the potential function; and Qi =@(�W )=@(�qi) is the ith generalized force with �Wbeing the virtual work done by the force Qi. Thevirtual displacement at the exertion point of Qi is �qi.

Figure 1. A sketch of a double pendulum system withfollower force.

Considering the above system, the kinetic energy Tbecomes [26],T = ml22
2 h3 _�21 + _�22 + 2 _�1 _�2 cos (�1 � �2)i ; (10)where �1 and �2 are generalized coordinates that de�nethe con�guration of the system. The potential energyassociated with three linear springs k1, k2 and k3 isgiven by [26]:V = 12 ��k1 + k2 + k3l2� �21 + 2 �k3l2 � k2� �1�2+ �k2 + k3l2� �22�� 16k3l2 (�1 + �2) ��31 + �32� : (11)Lagrange's equations introduced in equation (9) leadto a set of �rst order di�erential equations as follows[26],dz1dt0 = z2;dz2dt0 = �12 (f1 + 2f2 � �) z1 � 32f4z2+ 12 (2f2 � �) z3 + f4z4+ 112 (3f1 + 9f2 + 2f3 � 4�) z31� 14 (2f1 + 9f2 � 2f3 � 4�) z21z3+ 14 (f1 + 9f2 � 4�) z1z23� 16 (3f2 + 3f3 � 2�) z33+ 14f3 (3z2 � 2z4) (z1 � z3)2� z2z4 (z1 � z3) ; (12a)dz3dt0 = z4;dz4dt0 = +12 (f1 + 4f2 � 2f3 � �) z1 + 52f4z2� 12 (4f2 + 2f3 � �) z3 � 2f4z4� 112 (6f1 + 15f2 � 2f3 � 7�) z31+ 14 (4f1 + 15f2 � f3 � 7�) z21z3� 14 (2f1 + 15f2 � 2f3 � 7�) z1z23+ 112 (15f2 + 14f3 � 7�) z33� 14f4 (5z2 � 4z4) (z1 � z3)2 ; (12b)



4 A. Sedaghatwhere the state variables zi are de�ned as:z1 = �1; z2 = _�1; z3 = �2; z4 = _�2; (13)and the non-dimensional quantities fi and � are givenby:f1 = k1
2ml2 ; f2 = k2
2ml2 ; f3 = k3
2m ;f4 = d
2ml2 ; � = P
2ml : (14)Here fi (i=1, 2, 3, and 4) are introduced accordingto physical constraints and � is a system indicatorparameter.The system of equation (12) can be rewritten as:_z = Az + g(z); (15)where Az is the linear part and g(z) is the non-linearpart. The Jacobian matrix A is evaluated at z=0 asfollows:A = 2664 0 1 0 0� 12 (f1 + 2f2 � �) � 32f4 12 (2f2 � �) f40 0 0 1� 52f4 �� �2f43775� = 12 (f1 + 4f2 � 2f3 � �)� � = �12 (4f2 + 2f3 � �) (16)from which one may obtain the characteristic polyno-mial:P (�) = �4 + a1�3 + a2�2 + a3�+ a4; (17)witha1 = 72f4;a2 = 12 �f24 + f1 + 6f2 + 2f3 � 2�� ;a3 = 12 (f1 + f2 + 5f3) f4;a4 = 12f1 (f2 + f3) + f3 (2f2 � �) : (18)It can be shown that at the critical point de�ned by:f1 = 12 ; f2 = 58 ; f3 = 18 ; f4 = 12 ; �c = 32 : (19)the polynomial P (�) has a pair of purely imaginary butdistinct negative eigenvalues:�1;2 = �12 i; �3 = �12 ; �4 = �54 : (20)

Shifting the parameter as:� = � � �c = � � 32 ; (21)and transforming the Jacobian matrix A into its modalcanonical form [26-27] using the canonical matrix B, i.e.z=Bx,B = 2664� 120 720 �2 �1� 740 � 140 1 540 12 0 1� 14 0 0 � 543775 (22)One may transform the system (15) into the followingsystem:_x = Jx+ g(x); (23)where the Jacobian canonical matrix J at the originxi=0 and at the critical point �c = 0 is given by:J = B�1AB = 2664 0 12 0 0� 12 0 0 00 0 � 12 00 0 0 � 543775 (24)The non-linear part g(x) is given in the Appendix.REDUCTION TO CENTER MANIFOLDSubstituting the matrix J from equation (24) and theset of functions gi;j (x) from appendix into equation(23), and changing the time scale into t = 12 t0, one mayobtain:2664 _x1_x2_x3_x43775 = 2664 0 1 0 0�1 0 0 00 0 �1 00 0 0 � 523775 2664x1x2x3x43775+ 2 2664g1;1 g1;2 � � � g1;20g2;1 g2;2 � � � g2;20g3;1 g3;2 � � � g3;20g4;1 g4;2 � � � g4;203775X; (25)where the vector X is de�ned as:X = �x31; x32; x33; x34; x21x2; x21x3;x21x4; x22x1; x22x3; x22x4; x23x1; x23x2; x23x4;x24x1; x24x2; x24x3; x1x2x3; x1x2x4; x1x3x4; x2x3x4�T ;(26)(The coe�cients of the function g(x) denoted by gi;j areprovided in the appendix). The above system can bedecomposed into two systems of equations as follows:_u = J1u+ f1(u; v) = � 0 1�1 0�u+Gu;_v = J2v + f2(u; v) = ��1 00 � 52� v +Gv; (27)



Normal Form Solution of Reduced Order Oscillating Systems 5whereGu = 2 �g1;1 g1;2 � � � g1;20g2;1 g2;2 � � � g2;20�X;Gv = 2 �g3;1 g3;2 � � � g3;20g4;1 g4;2 � � � g4;20�X: (28)where Here, u = (x1; x2) and v = (x3; x4) are decom-posed coordinates and u = (x1; x2) is assumed to bethe corresponding critical mode. We are seeking for asolution near the origin x=(0,0,0,0). If an approximatefunction v = h (u) is found near the origin so that thefollowing relationship holds_v = Duh(u) _u = Duh(u) [J1u+ f1(u; h(u))]= J2h(u) + f2(u; h(u)); (29)the �rst equation in (27) will only be needed forinvestigating the critical mode. In the above relation,the matrix Duh (u) is the Jacobian of h (u).NORMAL FORM COEFFICIENTSThe function h (u) can be approximated by a thirdorder function of the form:v =�x3x4� = h(u) = �h1h2� ;=�a10 a01b10 b01� �x1x2�+ �a20 a11 a02b20 b11 b02� 24 x21x1x2x22 35+ �a30 a21 a12 a03b30 b21 b12 a03� 2664 x31x21x2x1x22x32 3775 (30)where aij and bij are unknown constants. Moreover,the Jacobian matrix, Duh (u), can be determined asfollows:Duh(u) = �D11 D12D21 D22� = "@h1@x1 @h1@x2@h2@x1 @h2@x2 # (31)whereD11 = a10 + 2a20x1 + a11x2 + 3a30x21 + 2a21x1x2 + a12x22;D12 = a01 + 2a02x2 + a11x1 + 3a03x22 + 2a12x1x2 + a21x21;D21 = b10 + 2b20x1 + b11x2 + 3b30x21 + 2b21x1x2 + b12x22;D12 = b01 + 2b02x2 + b11x1 + 3b03x22 + 2b12x1x2 + b21x21;(32)Substituting equations (30)-(32) into (29) results in:�D11 D12D21 D22��� x2�x1�+ �Gu (1)Gu (2)�� = � �h1� 52h2�+ �Gv (1)Gv (2)� ;(33)

where the functions Gu and Gv are third order poly-nomials of the state variables. Using (30) and (32) in(33) and ignoring all terms of O(jx4j), a set of algebraicequations are obtained for the unknown coe�cients in(30) by equating the coe�cients of similar monomialsin the left and right hand sides of (33). This setof algebraic equations was solved using an algebraicprocessor in Mathematica [28]. Thus, the reducedsystem (up to third order terms) becomes:� _x1_x2� = � 0 1�1 0� �x1x2�+ � �c1x31 + c2x21x2 + c3x1x22 + c4x32c01x31 + c02x21x2 + c03x1x22 + c04x32� ;(34)where[c1; c2; c3; c4] = �� 8306911136000 � 884873712000 231128000 � 93142311136000 �and[c01; c02; c03; c04] = �� 168115568000 � 187531856000 � 11164000 � 61791856000�are constants obtained from the programme in Mathe-matica. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONSThe reduced system (34) is shifted from the originbased on the system parameter � and is then analysedfor predicting limit cycle oscillations. The computedcentre manifold equation is given as:� _x1_x2� = � 0 1�1 0� �x1x2�+ � 8145�x1 + 24145�x29145�x1 + 27145�x2�+ � �c1x31 + c2x21x2 + c3x1x22 + c4x32c01x31 + c02x21x2 + c03x1x22 + c04x32� (35)Taking � = 0:1 and � = 1, and solving down tothe third order normal forms, the following normalizedsystem of equations is obtained:� _r_�� = � 0:012069r� 0:00523608r3�0:00500178+ 0:0314786r2� (36)

Figure 2. Comparison of analytical NFT (symbols) withnumerical Runge-Kutta (solid lines) LCO solutions (IC1).
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Figure 3. Comparison of analytical NFT (symbols) withnumerical Runge-Kutta (solid lines) LCO solutions (IC2).

Figure 4. Example of limit cycle oscillation boundaries fora simple non-linear aeroelastic system [16].The steady state solution of (r; �) = (1:51821; 0:0676t)is obtained from (36). Using the steady state solutionand reversing the coordinate transformations, the solu-tion of the original system (physical system) for limitcycle oscillations are obtained as plotted in Figures 2and 3.The results are compared with the Runge-Kuttanumerical solution for two sets of initial conditions.The �rst initial condition corresponds to a point out-side LCO as:IC1: (x1; x2; x3; x4) = (�1:70; 0; 0; 0) or(z1; z2; z3; z4) = (0:085; 0:2975; 0:0; 0:425)and the second initial condition corresponds to a pointinside LCO as:IC2: (x1; x2; x3; x4) = (�0:5; 0; 0; 0) or(z1; z2; z3; z4) = (0:025; 0:0875; 0:0; 0:125)

Numerical results are compared with analytical solu-tions obtained from normal forms in Figures 2 and3, for IC1 and IC2 conditions, respectively. For theinitial condition outside LCO, the numerical resultshave converged exactly to the same values obtainedby theory as shown in Figure 2. However, there is amismatch between numerical simulations and analyti-cal results as is seen in Figure 3. It may be argued thatnumerical simulations corresponding to IC2 requiremore iterations to assure convergency. Furthermore,normal forms have been obtained up to the third orderapproximations. In some cases, numerical simulationsmay diverge due to the irregular behaviour of thedynamical system (see Figure 4). An example oflimit cycle oscillation boundaries for a simple non-linear aeroelastic system in Figure 4 shows the initialcondition dependency of such systems [16]. This maysuggest choosing IC1 as a type of initial condition forfaster numerical convergence.CONCLUSIONIn this study, we have carried out a limit cycle analysisof a two-degrees-of-freedomnonlinear double pendulumsystem. The order of the system is reduced by a centermanifold approach corresponding to the critical modeof the system. Normal forms were successfully obtainedby a period averaging method for the reduced system.Normal forms and limit cycle oscillations were obtainedfor the reduced system using a symbolic programmingcode in Mathematica. The numerical simulationsfor the full system using the Runge-Kutta methodwere compared with LCO solutions obtained fromthe analytical approach. The analytical normal formestimations are in good agreement with the numericalresults. We have not encountered notable di�cultieswhile using Mathematica; however, longer run-timeand larger machine memory are required for higherorder dynamic systems. Further research is neededfor developing a general reduction code, preferably innon symbolic operating environment, for dealing withhigher-order dynamic systems.ACKNOWLEDGMENTThe author wishes to acknowledge kind assistance of DrM. Hemami on proof reading of this manuscript fromthe Department of Mechanical Engineering at IsfahanUniversity of Technology.REFERENCES1. Price S.J., Alighanbari H. and Lee B.H.K., \TheAeroelastic Response of a 2 Dimensional Aerofoil withBilinear and Cubic Structural Non-Linearities", J.Fluid and Structures, 9, PP 175-193(1995).
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8 A. Sedaghatg2 = [g2;1 g2;2 : : : g2;20]X= � 168115568000x31 � 61791856000x32 � 7187x33 � 22187 x34� 187531856000x21x2 � 483146400x21x3 � 220771856000x21x4� 11164000x1x22 � 99946400x22x3 � 13173185600x22x4+ 7491160x1x23 � 12731160x2x23 � 637116x23x4 + 5464x1x24� 635464x2x24 � 41558 x3x24 � 41323200x1x2x3� 591192800x1x2x4 + 14432320x1x3x4 � 57512320x2x3x4;g3 = [g3;1 g3;2 : : : g3;20]X= � 11231024000x31 + 20773072000x32 � 716x33 � 3524x34� 37871024000x21x2 � 97325600x21x3 � 4469102400x21x4� 8011024000x1x22 � 35725600x22x3 � 2221102400x22x4+ 143640x1x23 � 291640x2x23 � 18164 x23x4 � 7256x1x24� 151256x2x24 � 12332 x3x24 � 11912800x1x2x3� 140751200x1x2x4 + 47256x1x3x4 � 275256x2x3x4;

g4 = [g4;1 g4;2 : : : g4;20]X= 1681111136000x31 + 61793712000x32 + 71174x33 + 221174x34+ 187533712000x21x2 � 483192800x21x3 + 22077371200x21x4+ 111128000x1x22 + 99992800x22x3 + 13173371200x22x4� 7492320x1x23 + 12732320x2x23 + 637232x23x4 � 5928x1x24+ 635928x2x24 + 415116x3x24 + 41346400x1x2x3

+ 5911185600x1x2x4 � 14434640x1x3x4 + 57514640x2x3x4:


